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1 !	 Geological evaluation of infrared imagery, eastern part of
I
	
2	 Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming and Montana
I
	
3	 by
Ii	 I
4 I	 Harry W. Smedes
5- i	 INTRODUCTION
	
e	 Infrared imagery of part of Yellowstone National Park was studied;
i
to evaluate its usefulness in the remote sensing of geologic
i
a 'environment. Applications of infrared imagery to geology and
	
9	 geomorphology were studied by determining whether rock and soil types,;
10 - ' structures, and thermal springs not observed on the ground or from
	
11	 conventional aerial photographs could be detected from this imagery.
	
12	 Geologic mapping in the Park area is being carried out under i
	
13	 five topical projects: 1) pre-Tertiary rocks in the northern part
	
14	 of the Park; 2) pre-Tertiary in the southern part; 3) early Cenozoic i
15 volcanic rocks; 4) late Cenozoic volcanic rocks; and 5) surficial
I
	
16	 deposits and geomorphology. This report is primarily concerned with
	
"	 infrared imagery of areas underlain by the early Cenozoic volcanics;
	
i8	 it involves the eastern third of the Park and the Washburn Range in
	
19	 the north-central part of the Park.
20- 1
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1
	 The early Cenozoic volcanic rocks are of Eocene and, probably,
	
2
	 Oligocene age. They constitute a complex volcanic pile composed of
	
3	 interfingering and gradational sheets and lenses of breccia,
	
4	 epiclastic volcanic deposits, and lavas, cut in places by dikes and
s-
 plugs. The composition ranges from rhyodacite to K-rich basalt; the
	
6	 grain size and texture from that of shale, silt, and volcanic ash to
	
7	 breccia blocks several feet in diameter, and dense lava flows. This
e I broad complex of coalescing materials derived from scattered vent	 f
	
9	 areas forms a vast plateau which has been deeply dissected to form a
10- mature surface with more than 3000 feet of relief. Remnants of an old!
I
i
erosion surface on this plateau lie along the eastern margin of the i
i
	
12	 Park, where they form the edge of the Absaroka Range. Strata there
---	 13	 form precipitous rimrocks and ledges. Farther west, the topography
	
14	 is subdued, the early Cenozoic volcanics are less conspicuously expose!
i
15- on grassy and timbered slopes and are overlain by a variety of
	
16	 younger volcanic, sedimentary, and glacial deposits. The strata are
j
	
"	 flat or of low dip except near some vent areas and intrusive bodies
16 ( where they are fadlted and tilted. In the ;2ount Washburn area strata
	
' q	dip moderately; in the Eagle Peak area steep dips represent primary
i
20- 1 slopes of the deposits of ancient volcanoes.
	
21
	
The general geology of the Park and the region to the east is
	
22	 outlined by Hague (1896, 1899)•
23
24
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NATURE OF THE STUDY 	 j
z	 Infrared images .;overing more than 475 flightline miles were
3	 studied (Figure 1). Evaluation of the imagery was made by visual
4	 comparison of the relative intensities of different features shown on
s-i positive prints of the imagery; by comparing the same features on
e i daytime and night imagery; and by checking features with one or more
I i
7	 of the following: 1) Conventional black and white aerial photographs
i
8	 at a scale of about 1:37,400; 2) color pictures (transparencies) whica
I
9	 were taken from the ground and from helicopter in flight; 3) geologic
i
io-1 maps at 1:62,500 and 1:125,000; 4) topographic maps at 1:62,500; and !
11 i 5) radar imagery.
	 j
12	 The results from this study will be discussed, in general
i
13	 qualitative terms. This qualitative approach stems from the lack
i
I
14	 of data available on emissivity of the surface materials in the area. j
i
is- The study was also designed to compare several types of visual data
1b	 (photographs or images) to determine whether geologic features could
17	 be identified by comparison and contrast among the various kinds of
i
18 ; data. For the comparative study, absolute values of emissivity arei
i9	 not important.	 t
6
20	 Infrared Imagery Studied	 J
21	 Infrared images covering most of Yellowstone Park were obtained
by aircraft overflights during early evening hours on August 13 and 14t
22
and during mid-afternoon hours on August 14 and 15, 1966. The imagery
23
I
i was recorded using a Reconofax IV system and Tri-X film by representat ves
24 ! of H. R. B. Singer under contract, Project No. 4027, missions 19
25_^ through 22.
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	1	 I	 GENERAL RESULTS
	
2	 Principal variables responsible for producing contrasting tones
3 j on the imagery are; 1) the inherent (as opposed to solar dependent)
e ; temperature of a feature such as hot or cold springs, snow, and ice;
2) differences in soil moisture content; 3} type and amount of
i
	
6	 vegetation covering a rock unit; and 4) amount of solar radiation
	
7	 received because of topographic position -- the topographic enhancement
i
	8	 effect. The strongest of these is the first, the inherent temperature.
	
9	 In general, the effects of 3) and 4) are so strong that they mask
to
-^ those due to differences in texture or composition of the bedrock
	
11	 units, which are of greatest geologic interest. In fact, a giveni
	
12	 bedrock unit in places where it most likely has rather uniform
{
z	 i3	 emissivity appears relatively cool in some places and relatively warm)
	
14	 in others depending especially upon the topographic enhancement effect.
I
is- This relation plus the fact that conventional aerial photographs
	
16	 portray geologic units more consistently, reliably, and conspicuously,'
	
17	 prompts the conclusion that infrared imagery recorded during afternoon
	
18	 1 or early evening tours (the only imagery recorded for this area is
	
19	 of little value for discrimination of rock type. However, such I
20
-' imagery is quite useful in determining relative moisture content, and.'
	
'	 I
	
21	 might be very helpful in distinguishing between soils or other
	
I	 ^
	
t2	 surface debris of different origin or age.
	
23	 Comparison of imagery of the same area before and after sunset
suggest that repeated runs could give rough quantitative data on
	 j
	
24	
relative rates of abs tion and radiation that may prove helpful in
25-_ evaluating the nature of surface debris.
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1	 Both afternoon and early evening records exhibit pronounced
2 i topographic enhancement, and the evening images were recorded at a 	 -i
3	 time when the emission curves of the various surface materials were
4 1 changing at various rapid rates. As a result of this instability,
I	 '
5-'. no evaluation could be made of possible sites of anomalous convective'
6	 heat flow.
In the daytime, the forested area and bodies of water show as
a	 cool tones, the soil-covered clearings and bare bedrock as warm tones.
9	 Shortly after sundown, the tones are reversed, due to the more rapid
10-' heat loss by the soil and rock relative to the forested areas and
11	 bodies of water. Flat, grassy, or barren upland surfaces appear to
12	 radiate their absorbed heat and cool off more quickly after sundown
13	 than do other, lower, slopes. Assuming that rivers and the deeper
14	 lakes maintain a nearly constant temperature over a period of many
1s days, it is possible that the photo density of the infrared images of:
16	 these bodies of water may serve as a gauge to compare the relative
17	 temperatures of adjacent material, and serve as a further guide in
18	 judging rates of Yieat change.
i
15	 Two anomalously hot areas are alined with Steamboat Hot Springs
20-' just east of Yellowstone Lake. These two areas appear as bright as
1	 Steamboat Springs and are tentatively interpreted as thermal springs,
heretofore unknown, alined along a fault or fracture zone.
23
24
t
I
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i	 Large springs of cold water are discharged on the floor of
2	 Yellowstone Lake near Dot Island, along the inferred northern extension
1	 1
3	 of a major bedrock fault known to the south. No hot springs were
'	 detected on images of the lake, though at places the drainage from i
5 -Ihot springs lying along and near the lake shore is mingled with lake
6 ; water to produce warm tones on the images.
i
7 	 Limestone beds on heavily timbered north-facing slopes along the
i
e !Clark Fork River show as warm tones, indicating that these rocks have
i
9 ( higher emissivity than the overlying andesitic volcanic breccias which',
'o -show as cooler tones. Locally, elsewhere, rhyolite has warmer tone
11	 !than andesite.
i
12 i	 ftinstone Basin, a '.arge area of hydrothermally altered rock,
I
13	 does not show as a thermal area, and is therefore assumed to be
i
to ;dormant. A mild sulphurous odor in many parts of the Basin ;probably
15- lis due to oxidation through reactions involving surface and ground
16 !water, and odorless gases bubble up through small streams in the area.
i
17 ;The heat produced by this inferred oxidation must be sufficiently
]a idissipated so that lit produces no anomaly on the infrared image.
to	 I
20—
21
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1	 DISCUSSION OF SELECTED EXAMPLES
2	 Reversals of relative heat radiation
3	 Reversals in radiant energy from daytime to after sunset are
4 the mouth ofshown in images (Figures 2A, 2B, 2C) of the area near
a
s - ) Soda Butte Creek. Approximate times of recording are indicated on the
s	 margin; sunset was at approximately 7:30. A hook-shaped area of dens
7 1 timber is identified by the arrow on each strip. This timbered area j
e	 shows as a cool region during the daytime flight (2A) but appears as
i
s	 a warm tone during the evening flights (2B and 2C) because of the mora
10-1 rapid relative cooling of the clear grassy fields around it. The
I	 I
contrast is greater at the later time (2C) as the fields had cooled
12 I further.
13 Reversals also are shown by rivers and lakes. For example, Buck'
14	 Lake is relatively very cold on the daytime image (2A) but the
I
15 i surrounding area -- timbered and grassy -- had cooled to temperatures
i	 I
16	 below that of the lake before flight strip B was recorded. On the
f
"	 night flight strip C, Buck Lake is exceeded in brightness of tone
18	 only by the mass effect of the many campers' fires at Pebble Creek
i
19	 campground.
20-
23
24
25
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1 For a short time during a reversal of relative intensity of heat
2 radiation adjacent areas of different emissivity would 'rave the same
3 intensity and appear as the same tone on the image. 	 Such a balancing;
• of tones is nearly met -- or is met about as nearly as possible under
s- the conditions of these landscapes -- on the western slo-oes of
6 Nit. Norris (Figure 2C). 	 The conventional aerial photograph (Figure 2B)
7 shows the extent of the grass-covered and the heavily timbered slopes;
a The daytime infrared image (A) closely resembles teat of the
9 conventional photograph: the timbered areas and moist flood plains
10-. appear as darker, that is, relatively cool, areas in contrast to the .
11 lighter tones of the slopes covered only with dry grasses.	 These
12 contrasts are subdued and nearly obliterated at a later time, as in
13 the area circled in Figure 2C.
	
At places, the reversal had already
14 taken place; some of tnese are marked, for comparison (a, b, c, d, e).
15-. The fact that reversals had already taken place in the area
16 marked by the arrow at the time of fligh-c strip B whereas the area
17 circled (2C) was tonally uniform illustrates the effect of
18 topographic enhanbement.
	
Just before sunset the area of contrasted
ly reversal (arrow, 2C) had begun to dissipate its absorbed heat while
20
-; the tonally matched area (circled, 2C) was still rece i.ving direct
sunlight.
23
i
i
i
24
25_^^ I
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Flat upland surfaces apparently cooled very rapidly after sunset.;
i
	
2	 Part of such a surface (the mirror Plateau) is shown on the lower
s	 right side of Figure 2C. Another, south and west of Mt. Hornaday, is
i
at the lower left side of Figure 2C. Other examples are shown in
s Figures 13 and 15. Though widespread, such rapid cooling is not tally:
	
6	 understood. It cannot be ascribed wholly to cooling of the adjacent
	
J	 air because of the great difference in heat capacity between air i
	
s	 (small heat capacity) and the surface materials.
	
9	 Corrparison of day and night recordings indicates that the rates
10-; of cooling of different materials are as shown diagrwrnatically in
Figure 3. Rivers and lakes maintain an almost constant temperature i
	
12	 from day to night, and snow fields have a nearly constant but much
i
	
13	 lower temperature.
	
24	 The snow and ice are always the coldest materials, and needn't
I
;s be considered further. Of the remaining materials, the following
	
16	 relations hold: during the day, bodies of water are the coldest,
	
"	 swampy land and heavily vegetated areas are next coldest, and barren
i
	
18	 slopes and rock are warmest. During and after sunset the barren areas!
I
cool more rapidly than the vegetated areas, whose moisture content
I
° gives then more thermal inertia. Thus, by night there has been a
i
complete reversal of relative intensity of radiation. The times of
	
22	 cross-over of the different curves will vary depending on the
23 ! 
combined effects of many factors, some of which are described below.
za
75 -
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1	 The effects of bodies of water
	
2	 Rivers and larger bodies of water undergo relatively little change
	
3	 in surface temperature from day to night, apparently because they act I ^
I
	
4	 as reservoirs of sufficient heat capacity that the heat absorbed by or
I
5 - 1 lost from them (by radiation, evaporation,or convection) does not
6 ; cause a significant change in water temperature. This high thermal I
7 ( inertia should be greater for bodies that have a high ratio of volume
	
e	 to surface area.
	
9	 An example is that of Trout and Buck Lakes (figures 2B and 2C),
10 wt.ich have closely similar inflow, outflow, and chemical, biologic
i
	11	 and botanic composition. Although it has much greater surface area,
	
12	 Trout Lake shows less contrast with the surroundings on both night
	
13	 flights (2B and 2C) and is therefore interpreted as being shallower
	
14	 than Buck Lake. This is in agreement with contour maps made by the
15-! Fish and Wildlife Service (unpublished administrative report, 1965)
I
	
16	 which show that the ratio of volume to surface area of Buck Lake is
	
17
	
a little more than twice that of Trout Lake. Dimensions are as follow
	
18
	
Trout Lake	 Buck Lake
i
	
19
	
Surface area
	 12.5 acres	 5.3 acres
20-
	Maximum depth	 17 feet	 37 feet
	
21
	
Approximate volume	 45 x 105 cu.ft.	 46 x 105 cu.ft.
23
24
25--
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I
	
1	 For a first approximation, rivers and lakes (especially the	 f
I
2 I deeper ones) can be considered as a "standard" against which the I
	
3	 temperatures and rates of change of temperatures of adjacent materials
	
4	 can be judged. However, where the lakes are shallow and circulation
i
5 -1 with larger bodies of water is restricted, the water will be warmed
i
	
6	 during the day and cooled during the night more than larger, deeper
i
	
7	 freely circulating bodies of water.
i
	
e	 Examples of this can be seen at many places along the shore of
I
	
9	 Yellowstone Take, where the shallow water is warmer than the deeper.
10 - In some places, however, this effect is due to (or enhanced by) the
	
"	 influx of warm water from nearby ot springs, as iny ' 	 Mary Bay along
	
12	 the north shore of Yellowstone Lake (Figure 16).
i
	
13	 Though warm waters draining into Yellowstone Lake from nearby
	
14	 hot springs can be seen on the images, no hot springs were detected
15 within (under) the Lake.
i
16
i
17
18
19
20-
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1	 One or more large cold springs discharging onto the floor of
	
2	 Yellowstone Lake were detected in the images near Dot Island i
3 1 (Figure 4A) at depths as great as 100 feet or more. The image suggests
4 i that the upwelling cold water reaches the surface, mingles with the
i
5 normal lake water, and is drifted westward toward West Thumb. The
I
	
6	 flow patterns are shown by the heavy stipple in the sketch of
	
7	 Figure 4B. One spring emergent at x is suggested by the flow form;
s
I a major spring emergent at y and several others between y and z are i
	
9	 indicated by the darker tones. The line A-B is the northern 	 j
10 -! extrapolation of a conspicuous topographic scarp and major fault i
	
"	 mapped to the south (Boyd, 1961, plate I), with relative displacement
	
12	 jof west side up. This line is subparallel with a prominent linear
	
13	 rise of the lake floor south of Dot Island, with the west side being
	
14	 higher by about 100 feet, as shown in the topographic map of the lake
15- floor (Figure 4C); and marks a conspicuous break in slope off Rock
	
16	 Point.
17 The outlets of these cold springs are interpreted as being i
	
1a	 i at intersections of an extension of the known fault and fractures
	 j
	
19	 of east or northeast trend.
20-
	
22	 I
II
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1	 The effects of talus and other rubble
2
	 Talus and other loosely packed unconsolidated debris should have
3
	 higher rates of heat absorption and emission than consolidated or
	 i
I
a	 other less-porous surface materials and bedrock. This low "thermal
s-
 inertia" of talus is to be expected because of the large surface area
6	 exposed, and resultant greater total quantity of heat absorbed per
7	 unit of volume.
a
	
Some talus and other debris do indeed produce thermal anomalies
9 I on the infrared images. The fact that not all of them do indicates
ii
10 -i that there are other factors to be considered. Foremost among these
is the attitude of the slope in relation to the sun; others are the
i
12 ! presence at shallow depths in the debris of permanent ice (as at
i
13	 Sylvan Pass), and seepage of cold groundwater through parts of some
14	 deposits, especially near their lower margins.
1s
-i	 The light-colored band (f, Figure 2C) just below Mt. Hornaday at
i
16	 first appears to be a bedrock layer, although careful study indicates
17	 that it is instead a narrow apron of talus at the foot of a steep
I
18 i ledge of volcanic conglomerate. It is the talus rather than the
i
19 ! bedrock that produced the anomaly. The bank of dark tone just below
j
20- (g) is attributed to timber. Other, discontinuous, light bands along
i
21	 that same slope also are talus (h and i,for example). These features
i
`' I are identified by the same letters on the conventional aerial
23 photograph, Figure 2E.
	 j
I	 i
24 I	 Basalt interbedded. with the conglomerate in this area cannot be
25-
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The talus at locality j (Figures 2C and 2E) also shows as a
conspicuous light tone on the daytime flight (j, Figure 2A).
The most conspicuous thermal anomalies produced by talus are on
imagery recorded on flights an hour or so after sunset. On the i
daytime imagery the same features generally are not distinguishable
i
from adjoining areas of bedrock and barren slopes or slopes covered
with dry grass, all of which appear as bright (warm) tones. Although;
talus and other rock debris have a greater rate of heat loss than thel
9	 bedrock from which they carne, they probably also absorbed a greater
10_ total amount of heat, so that they are warm relative to adjoining
I
i1 j bedrock (as well as areas covered with vegetation) for more than an
12	 hour after sunset though, presumably, at some later time the emission
=	 i
13	 curves would cross and the talus would then appear relatively cooler
'"	 than adjoining materials.
15	 Figure 5 illustrates this concept diagrammatically.
16 j
	 Figure 6A is an image of the region from Sylvan Pass to the head
i
17	 of the Southeast Arm of Yellowstone Lake. The bedrock cliffs above
18	 talus (right side^of Figure 6A at point a) along Sylvan Pass
19 i represent the condition shortly after crossing of the two curves
20- (Figure 5, point a).
21	 These cliffs and talus form north-facing slopes which received
22	 less dir:ct solar radiation during the day and were in shadow earlier
23	 than the opposing south-facing slope -- that is, the time of local
24	 sunset (passage of the terminator) was much earlier. Other cliffs
(showing as light tones) rising above talus (showing as darker tones)
25- are indicated by letters (b through h).
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1	 ^
2	 i
ii
3
4
5—
6
7
a
The left side of Figure 6A shows many places where talus has a
z	 much warmer tone than the surrounding bedrock and timbered areas.
i
3	 These places (such as those within the dashed line areas) are all
4	 oriented such that trey received maxim solar radiation during the
s late afternoon, shortly before the image was recorded.
Three small equant light spots on the slopes of a tributary of
Middle Creek (Figure 7) were found to be small patches of talus that
a	 make equant clearings on a heavily forested slope. This talus also
9	 received maximum sunlight before sunset.
10	 Many similar examples of the effects of talus can be seen on
"	 other parts of the imagery.
12	 Effects of the attitude of slope
13	 Reference has already been made and examples shown of the effect
14	 of the attitude of the slope in relation to the position of the sun
15- before time of recording, when maximiun heat probably was being
16	 absorbed by the surface materials, most notaoly talus and related
17	 avalanche debris. Additional examples illustrate the topographic
' a	enhancement effect of these preferred orientations of slope.
i
zo-
i
23
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1
	
Steep embankments of stream terraces that are cut both in fill
2 and in bedrock are shown in Figure 8. The embankment along the north
3 side of Damar River just upstream from Lamar Canyon produces a warm-
	
a	 tone anomaly on the daytime infrared image which at first suggests that
5- the anomaly is produced by a distinctive,essentially continuous,
6 ; bedrock layer exposed in several segments. Field data indicate,
!however, that one segment represents late Tertiary rhyolite, one is
e 1late Tertiary basalt, some are of early Tertiary andesitic breccia,
I9 sand others are of glacial drift. The image accents a geomorphic
10- (topographic) feature oriented to receive maximum solar radiation.
	
i1	 The discordance between this embankment and the bedding of early
i
12 Tertiar
p
y
,.
breccias car, be seen in the aerial photograph (dashed line,
	
13	 Figure 8C).
	
14	 A pronounced south-facing embankment caused by tilting of upper
15- ;Tertiary rhyolite along a minor fault produced the warm tone anomaly
	
16	 on the south side of Lamar River (Figure 8). Cold tones resulting
i
	
17	 from the steep shaded north-facing slope provide a sharp contrast to
i
18
Imake this topographic enhancement effect more striking.
	
' g	Faults and joints control the drainage and topography in many
20 places in the Park. Notable localities are on the Mirror Plateau
71 (Figure 9) and from there southward to near Yellowstone Lake
(Figures 10, 11, and 12). Faults in this area have been mapped and
	
23	
described by Love (1961).
24
25-I
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1	 All the infrared imagery of the Mirror Plateau can bei i
2 ;explained qualitatively in terms of the topographic enhancement effect-
3 lthe north-facing slopes are dark and cool, the south-facing slopes are
I	 i
4 ligli; and :arm. In addition, streams, vegetation, and moisture in the
Ii
5 - 1 soil in the depressions accentuate the pattern by produ^ing very dark
6 ttones. However, some of the warm-tone anomalies, such as %; at at
7 jlocality a (Figure 9) seem much more intense than one would expect
I
e from the subtle relief of the surface. Convective heat flow may occur
i
9	 along some of 'Vhese lineemients, for Love (1961, P. 1755, 1757, Fig. 3,
10-;and Figure 2 of Plate 2) noted that hot springs emerge along many of
11 the faults and are most numerous in the general area of greatestfault
12 displacement. Additional imagery recorded during the night is
13 ;essential for assessing the possibility of anomalously high convective
14 heat flow along such lineaments.
'^-	 Farther south, similar topographic line=ents can be seen on
16 laerial photographs (Figure 10). Trends of these sets of lineaments
17 iare shown by the lines drawn. The east-trending dashed line is the
•	 i
18 !fault exposed at LeHtardy's Rapids on the Yellowstone River. The 1W-
19 !trending dashed line.is along a lineament that may be a fault; it
I
20- !marks the southern limit of a mass of rhyolite pumice breccia.	 j
21
22
23
24
25.-
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The radar imagery (Figure 11) shows more lineaments more
2 ;conspicuously than either the infrared imagery or the aerial photograpA
3 1thouGh most can also be identified on the aerial photograph. The radar
1
4 l effeetively strips away the vegetation to show the subtler topographic+
'lineaments. It does not detect the hot spring areas. The black areas;
6 p are lakes and rivers.
1	 i
7 i	 Tha lineaments detected on the radar imagery (black lines of I
e ;figure 11B) are shown with the infrared image in figure 12. Comparison
I
9 of the two demonstrates that the light tones on the infrared image are
W
-;due to the topographic enhancement effect of south-facing and west-
.
11.
	 facing slopes. Soil, vegetation, moisture, and streams in the
12 idepressions produce dark tones and accentuate the pattern. The
i
13	 comparison clearly indicates that the principal pattern of infrared 1
14 hones is a reflection of topography,as was the radar
	
	 !
 p tern. In i
15- ;addition, several hot spring areas and man-made heat anomalies are
I
16 'visible. These are described later.
•
18	 j
t
19
20-
21
22
23
24
25- I
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The effect of snow and ice
Glaciers and other surface masses of ice and snow produce
extreme cold tones (dark areas) on the infrared images, as is
expected. An example is that of Grasshopper Glacier and neighboring
snow and ice manses northeast of Yellowstone Park (Figure 13). This
image, recorded at about 8:45 P.M. (1 1/2 hours after sunset), shows
the snow and ice as black, and rivers ,  lakes, and talus as very light
tones. Inasmuch as most of the lakes are fed by maltwazer,
differences in temperatures of the lakes probably are chiefly a
ILI	 function of their depth, as described in an earlier part of this
report. A mass of coarse moraine and talus at locality a is
especially warm. Gentle barren upland surfaces (b and a) cooled
quickly and show as dark tones.
14
14
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1	 A large mass of permanent ice in the interstices of rock rubble
i
	
2	 was exhumed during quarrying operations for road metal in the
3 ;avalanche debris along the south side of Sylvan Pass. At that point,
1
4 ;the infrared image shows a dark anomaly (arrow, figures 6A and 6B).
5- 'Another dark patch, larger than that at the known ice mass, lies nearby.
i
	
6	 It may represent a large mass of ice near the surface, for it is the
i
	
7	 site of a thick accumulation of avalanche debris at the foot of
a ;steep cliffs which protect it from direct sunlight except during
9 y early morning. This avalanche debris is partly vegetated (Figure 6B),
lo- but the anomaly is more pronounced than at other places where
i
	
11	 vegetation is much denser. It is possible that this is the site of
	
12	 seepage of cold ground water, though the anomaly also is more
	
13	 uronounced than at other places where there is known seepage. Thus it
14 ;seems highly probable that this is the site of shallow ice.
15- : Undoubtedly, much of the talus and avalanche debris along the south
	
16	 side of the highway contains masses of permanent ice such as that
	
17	 exposed.
	
18	 No anomalies occur at other favorable localities where similar
	
19	 ground ice undoubtedly occurs. This, plus the fact that the exposed
i
20
-land inferred shallow ice locations produce weak anomalies, leads to i
21 
'.the conclusion that only ice at or very near the surface will affect l i
22
,the surface temperature sufficiently to be detected by this remote-
23 !sensing experiment. Unfortunately, the nature of these ice areas
i
24 :during the daytime is not known because no daytime flights traversedI
25--; this area.
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1	 Similar ground ice northwest of Tower Junction was described by i
2 Good (1964), who concluded that the ice was a relict of the Wisconsin
3	 stage of the Pleistocene.
e	 The effect of rock type
s	 Differences in rock type could be discerned at a few places on
6	 the infrared image. Some differences are subtle, as seen on the images
7 of the northwest spur of Specimen Ridge, where thA rhyodacitic Lost
Creek Tuff has a slightly darker tone than the rhyolitic Yellowstone
9	 Tuff.
10-	 A striking example of contrasts in rock type is shown in the
11	 Mount Washburn area (Figure 14). The topographically low densely
12 timbered area is underlain by the rhyolitic Yellowstone Tuff, the
-4_	 13 upper hart, much of which is exposed rock and open slopes of dry grass,;
14	 is underlain by andesite and basalt. In the steep walls of Carnelian
15- Creek t::e rhyolite shows as a very bright anomaly. Comparable slopes
16	 of andesite and basalt have a less intense tone, and are bright only
37 ,where not forested. The bright tone of the rhyolite is all the more
18	 striking because those slopes are densely timbered, a relation that
i 9 tends to subdue the topographic enhancement effect. It seems certain
"_that the tone would be much brighter if there were no forest cover.
23
2»
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Just northeast of the Park, along the Clark Fork of the Yellowstone
i
2	 River, a pronounced warm tone (Figure 15A) is produced by Paleozoic
I
3 ;carbonate rocks on north-facing heavily timbered slopes. In this area,
I
a (the Paleozoic rocks are overlain by lower Tertiary basalt and andesitel
5- ibreccia (marked volc.). This warm tone clearly coincides with the 	 Ii
6 iextent of the carbonate strata (area marked ls) in spite of the fact
7 ';that the slope is timbered and on the shaded side of the ridge. The
a ic^.rbonate beds extend up the tributary creek (Squaw Creek) and also
i
9	 are exposed on Crandall Creek (marked by Is). The contact between
1
i
10_;volcanic and carbonate rocks, and the extent of dense timber is shown I^
11 ion the aerial photograph (Figure 15B).
	 I
12	 Also shown in Figure 15A are the very dark, cold, upland clearings
on gentle or flat slopes near the bottom of the figure (marked by c)
I
14 land on Hurricane Mesa (marked by h) near the top left corner of the
15- figure. These clearings have cooled drastically and stand in contrast)
16	 to the light fringe of talus at their northern borders and to the
I
17	 medium gray tones of the lower timbered slopes.
I	
Hot Springs and Altered Rock
18
Hot spring areas produce conspicuous anomalies on the infrared
19
imagery. Most hot springs are in areas of young volcanic rocks and
20-
hence are not within the scope of the present report. Of the few that
21
arc in arenc of early Tertiary volcanic rocks, several des erve cW.cial
2	 I
(comment. Some areas of hot spring deposits and of hydrothermal
23
alteration caused by hot springs produce no thermal anomalies, and the
24
thermal activity is interpreted as dormant or extinct. Anomalies produc
25- by others range from weak to intense.
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1	 Several hot spring areas are shown in Figure 12. Those along the
	
2	 top (eastern) edge of the image, on line with the lakes, are not shown
	
3	 on the Park map or earlier geologic maps except that of Boyd (1961,
	
4	 plate 1) who showed a large area of hot spring deposits. 	
I
5-!	 A hot spring below the mouth of Cache Creek shows very white on
	
6	 conventional photos due to the abundance of bleached and altered rock,,
7 ; and is encircled by trees and brush. On the infrared image (Figure 2A
i
	
9	 circled) the spring shows as a weak anomaly, less intense than the open
	
9	 grassy fields around it, but the spring apparently is hot enough to
10 diffuse and subdue the effects of the vegetation that surrounds it.
i
	
11	 This spring is interpreted as being weak or only slightly warm.
	
12	 No flights were made directly over Brimstone Basin, though it lies
`	
13	 on to far edge of several images. No thermal anomaly was visible,
	
14	 though flights directly over this area would be required in order to
15- detect weak anomalies. This area is one of widespread altered and 	
I
	
16	 bleached rock, mild sulphurous odors, and local bubbling of odorless
	
17	 gas through small streams and ponds. Although some oxidation apparently
	
1e	 is still taking place, the heat of reaction must be sufficiently .
	
19	 dissipated or masked, by the effects of vegetation so that no 	
I
20
-; conspicuous thermal anomaly is produced.
21
23
24
25-
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i Steamboat Springs (Figure 16), along the northeast shore of
	
2	 Yellowstone Lake, is a well-known hot spring and fumarole area. Thia
3 jsite shows as small bright spots on the night image. In addition,
a
 itwo bright spots lie alined with it on an easterly trend. These two
5-- spots are far from trails, roads, or campsites, and are tentatively
6 ;interpreted as two more hot springs, not previously known. The
7 jalinement of all three suggests control by a fault. Further field
I
8 ;investigations of these features are planned.
I
	
9	 Man-caused anomalies
	
j 	 I
	
10—;	 Iieat sources related to activities of man can confidently be
identified in many places. Among these are surfaced roads, campfires,(
ii
	
12	 heated buildings, and motors.
	 i
i
	
13	 Surfaced roads produce warm tones on both day and night images.
14 Some are shown in Figures 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, and 15. No campfires l
i
15
-'were identified on the daytime flights, but this is not surprising
	
16	 because the flights were at 3 to 4 P.M. -- too early for the evening
i
	
"	 cooking and campfires to have been started in mid-August. At night,
	
18	 fires are conspicuous at most of the camping areas, such 3s Fishing
i9 j Bridge, Pelican Creek, Canyon Village, and Pebble Creek campgrounds
20-i in the eastern part of the Park, and at Pahaska just east of the Park.,
21
22
23
24
25
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At Pahaska (middle of flight 21, line 8), many separate fires are;
	
2	 located in the Forest Service campground on the south side of the road;``
	
3	 and, farther east, another campground snows a heat anomaly due to the I
I
a ;mass effect of separate fires. The greater distance to this latter
I
5_ heat source, and the angle of view apparently result in lack of
resolution of separate fires. On the north side of the road, at
7 ': Pahaska Tepee (a tourist resort lodge) the restaurant, store and
	
8	 service station constitute a broad heat source. In addition, the
	
9	 heating plant, just north of the main compound, is an intense smaller
i
10 heat source.
	
u	 At most of these places, individual fires cannot be detected;
	
12	 rather a general blur of bright tones due to the mass effect of many
	
13	 closely-spaced fires (Figure 2B, 2C). Single campfires are evident at',
	
14	 several places along the shore of Yellowstone hake. These are visible;
15 at Elk Point, Park Point, and near the mouth of Columbine Creek along j
i
	
16	 the east shore of Southeast Arm, and near the northeast tip of the 	 fi
	
17	 Promontory. The fact that different bright spots were recorded on two!
	
18	 different nights (flight 19 line 11 of August 13 and flight 21 line 6
i
	
19	 of August 14) indicates that these are not permanent anomalies; this j
I
20-' plus the fact that those areas frequently are used as campsites 	 j
	
21	 suggests that they most likely are campfires.
	
zz	 Heat presumably from a boat motor is evident in Yellowstone Lake
i
	
23	 (Figure 16) offshore from Steamboat Springs, near Pelican Roost.
24
25-
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I
Recommendations
2 !	 For geological purposes, the images were not recorded at the best!
i
3 ;tines. If only one or two flights could be made, it seems that midnight
4 ';and 4 A.M. or 2 A.M. would have been more appropriate, so that the
i
5-effects of vegetation, slope angle, and other camouflaging effects
6 'would have becc.ne stable and minimal. Ideally, flights at noon and
7 ;every 4 to 6 hours until sunrise would give maximum information.
a The 'rot springs can be detected on a single flight at any time of
9 'day. However, several additional less-conspicuous geological
iu- ' phenomena of regional importance could have been evaluated better had
11	 the imagery been recorded just before dawn. These are: 1) differencesif
12	 in rock type; 2) existence and location of areas of anomalous convective
13	 heat flow, indicating important structure zones; 3) cold or hot springs
14	 beneath Yellowstone and other large lakes, also providing data on
15- submerged fault zones; and 4) sites of ground ice, as clues to the
16	 Recent geomorphic history. i
17	 These objectives, plus NASA's objectives of evaluating geologic
18	 application of remote-sensing data make it worthwhile to plan li.mitei
i
19	 additional studies In the area. Such studies require that the project!,
i20._ geologist be involved in planning the flight lines to cover the most
21	 meaningful areas where detailed mapping provides good control on rock
22 1 type.
23	 Some ground measurements would be of benefit, but are less
24 !important than repeated flights at different hours of the day alongP	 Pe	 g	 Y	 g
25 -
i
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Figure 1. Index mat of eastern Yellowstone Park and environs
showing :'light lines and loca.iozs of ogler fig,zes.
Dashed line indicate; Park boundary.
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Figure ?E. Aerial photograph cf tine Mcunt Hornaday area.
Letters referred to in text.
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Fit-ure 14. Differences in radiation between rhyoliLe and
ancesite in the Mount Washburn area. A, infrared
image; E, aerial p0otograph. Even though heavily
timbered, the steep slopes of rl.yolite snow as
very warm tones relative to areas underlain by
an,iesite.
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Squow Cr	 Onemlle Cr	 Clorks Fork
Figure 15. Paleozoic carbonate rocks along the Clar}z Fork
of the Yellowstone River, showing warm tone
produced by emission from Paleozoic carbonate
r,)cks (Ls) in contrast to the lower Tertiary
volcanic rocks (vole.). A, Infrared image;
B, aerial photograph.
V
	
Yellowstone Lake
Figure 15. Infrared image of Steamboat Springs, showing
alinement (black l-nes) of two previously
unknown hot springs. Admixture of hot water
from springs near lake shore along Mary Bay
prodzce lighter tones in Yellowstone Lake.
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Figure k. Dot Island area of Yellowstone lake. A, night infrared image
(Mission 19, line 5, 2225 hours) showing cold anomalies interpreted as
upwelling of cold water from fault-controlled springs on lake floor.
B, sketch of features shown in A; line A-B is northern extrapolation of
known fault. C, contour map of lake floor; data furnished by Fish and
Wildlife Service from continuous sonar sounding traverses. Line A-B is
extrapolation of fault.
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Figure 5. Diagra=atic curves shahing rates of cooling of
talus and bedrock. Curves for avalancce debris
and other rubble would be co.=arable to that for
talus; curves for soil and slopes covered with dry
grass would be comparable to that for bedrock.
Time a represents conditions at point a of
Figure oA.
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BFigure oB. Anomalies due to talus. Aerial photograph of Sylvan
Pass area. Letters identify features described in tent; arrow
snows site ol- known ground ice.
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Figure . Anomaiies due to t^iius in he vicinity of Middle
Creek. The tisee small light spots near the
middle of the image are patches of talus.
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Figure H. The effect of slope attitude along the Lamar River
valley. A, Infrarea image; B, Sketch snowing features
of the infrared image described; C. At: .al photograph.
1, Yellowstone Tuff (rhyolite); 2, glacial drift;
3, 4, ;, andesitic conglomerate and breceia;
o, basalt lava. Dashed line indicates bedding.
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Figure 9. Tr,e effect of slope attitude on part of the Mirror
PlLteau. A, llaytime infrared image, B, aerial
photograph. Letter indicates features described
in text.
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Figure 11. Radar image (A) of Pelican Valley region showing
lineYments and faults (B)_
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Figure 10. A-rial photograph of the Pelican Valley region
shows._„ lineament trends (long lines), fzults
(dashed lines), hot spring areas (stars), lakes (L),
and campgrounds (tepees). Yellowstone Lake lies
along right (south) side. The hot spring areas
-ire visible because the springs have killed the
vegetation and have dep.-sited white material or
have altered and blaa phed the country rock.
